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The purpose of this note is to present an alternate proof of the

main result of [3]. In particular, we prove

Theorem 1 (1 of [3]). If &>4, a nontrivial stable real vector bundle

over Sik is the sum of an irreducible (2k + l)-plane bundle and a trivial

bundle.

This result has several geometric applications and easily implies

Theorem 2 (2 of [3]). For q<2(n — l) and ntl3,

7Tc(0(ra))    =   7T9(0)   ©   TCq-X(V2n,n).

We will be only concerned with the proof of Theorem 1 in this

note. Extensive calculation of Trq-i(V2n,n) are given in [4].

The proof will be preceded by several lemmas which use the follow-

ing notation. Let A be a space. The symbol X[k] means the (k — 1)-

connected fibering over X. Esr,t(X) is the rth term in the Adams spec-

tral sequence [l] for X leading to the group associated with 2if%(X).

Thus Ef(X) = Exr,£,(B*(X; Z2), Z2), where A is the mod 2 Steenrod

algebra. Vh is the fiber of BSOk-^BSO.

Lemma 1. If t — s^Ak and k > 4, then

E2'(BS02k+1[2k + 1])~ E2'(BSO[2k + l]) ® P2''(F2,,+1).

Proof. Letp be the smallest integer such that 2P>4£. For p =4a+b,

0^b^3, let j(p)=8a + 2K Let ip : BSO[f(p)]->BSO be the usual
inclusion. Theni*Wj = 0 for aIl/<2^ [5]. If k>4, then BS02k+x[j(p)]

is the total space of ipy2x+x where y2k+x is the bundle BS02k+x-^>BSO.

Therefore

H'(BS02k+x[j(p)}) ~  £ H"(BSO[j(p)]) ® H°(Vu+i)
u+v=q

iorq^4k + l as Z2 modules. Since i': BS0[2k + l]-*BS0[j(p)]  in-

duces the zero map in cohomology if 2k + l>j(p) [5], we have

H"(BS02k+x[2k + 1]) ~ £ H»(BS0[2k + l]) = H°(V2k+x)
u+v=q

as A modules. This implies the lemma.
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Corollary 2. The projection p : BSOik+1[2k + l]-*BSO[2k + l]

induces an epimorphism

pf. Ei'^iBSOik+Zftk + 1}) -+ Ei'-'(BSO[2k + l]).

Lemma 3. Let u^: S^^BSO [2k+1 ] be a generator of ir^iBSO [2ft +1 ]).

aiik has filtration ^ ft — 1,        ft = 0, 1 (mod 4),

2: ft — 2,        ft = 2 (mod 4), aw<2

^ft, ft = 3 (mod 4)

i« ifee Adams spectral sequence sense.

Proof. Consider the diagram

Sik X BSO[4k] -» • • • 4 J&SO[2* X l].

In cohomology each map z* is zero if the connectivity increases. Maps

between spaces which induce the zero map in cohomology have filtra-

tion 5; 1. Thus the question of filtration reduces to only counting the

number of nonzero homotopy groups between 2ft+ 1 and 4ft in BSO.

Lemma 4. E%\V2k+i) = 0 if t — s = 4k — l and

s ^ ft, ft = 0, 1 (2)

^ ft + 1,        ft = 2, 3 (4).

Proof. Let 0^m<8 be such that 2ft + l+w = 4ft — 1 (mod 8). Let

0^v<4 be such that k = v (mod 4). It is an easy calculation to com-

pute Ext2'(S*(P'jjb+0, Zt) by minimal resolution [l] for t = 2k + l

+u+s and s = v, v+1 (or one can use the tables in [4]). The Adams

periodicity theorems [2] enable one to use this calculation to prove

the lemma.

Now we can prove the main theorem if ft^2 (mod 4).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let aEE^'iBSOik+i[2k + l]) project to the

class in E^'iBSO [2ft + l]) to which [co«] projects. We are finished if

we show that a is a permanent cycle. Since pfa is not a boundary,

a is not a boundary. If Sra = 8, then B must be in the summand

E^'iViic+i) but Lemma 4 says that this group is zero for all possible

5 and t values that B might have.

To finish the proof of Theorem 1, we just need to indicate how to

fix the argument for ft = 2 (4). Let ctiEHuii> iVn+i) be a generating

set over A. Let

BS0ik+i[jip)} ̂ BS0[jip)} X II KiZi, uii))
i
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be the usual map on the first factor, and on the second factor/*(t,) =a,-

where <.,- is the characteristic class of Kt = K(Z2, uii)). Let F be the

fiber of/ and let p~ : 22—>23SO[2ft + l] be the fiber space induced from

/ by the composite map

BSO[2ft + 1] -» BSO[jip)] -» BSO[jip)] X U. Ki,
t

where the maps are the obvious ones. Following the arguments given

above we can prove

Lemma 5. If t — s^ik and ft>4, then:

(i) Esf(E)~Ef(BSO [2ft +1 ]) ®Ef(F);
(ii) Ef(F)~E\+1't+1(Vik+i).

The theorem follows from this as above.
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